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Abstract. Distributed systems are becoming increasingly complex. We
are moving from a world where we provide domain-specific middleware
platforms (e.g., for Enterprise systems, Grid, MANET, ubiquitous en-
vironments) to one where these technology-dependent islands are them-
selves dynamically composed and connected together to create richer, dy-
namically deployed systems. Existing middleware approaches and para-
digms are simply unable to cope with the demands of such heterogeneous
and dynamic environments. Indeed, as we move towards a world of sys-
tems of systems, we can say that middleware is in crisis, being unable
to deliver on its most central promises, which is offering interoperability,
i.e., the ability of one or more systems to connect, understand and ex-
change data with one another. We argue that this requires a fundamental
re-think of the architectural principles and techniques underpinning mid-
dleware platforms. We need to turn from relatively static solutions based
on promoting a particular interoperability solution or bridging strategy,
to much more dynamic solutions where we generate appropriate machin-
ery for interoperability on the fly. This promotes an approach that may
be termed emergent middleware designed to solve interoperability at run-
time according to what is discovered and needed in a given context. This
paper reports on the results of the Connect project, a collaborative ini-
tiative bringing together experts in middleware and software engineering,
semantic modeling of services, and formal foundations of distributed sys-
tems, which together provide key building blocks for enabling emergent
middleware.

Keywords: Interoperability, Middleware, Ontology, Pervasive network-
ing, Protocol mediation, Semantic matching

1 Introduction

Distributed systems are becoming increasingly complex. We are moving from
a world where we provide domain-specific middleware platforms (e.g., for En-
terprise systems, Grid, MANET, ubiquitous environments) to one where these
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technology-dependent islands are themselves dynamically composed and con-
nected together to create richer, dynamically deployed systems. While there are
many challenges to obtaining this overall goal, the most fundamental one is ’in-
teroperability’, i.e., the ability of one or more systems to connect, understand
and exchange data with one another, which is challenged by:

– Extreme heterogeneity. Pervasive sensors, embedded devices, PCs, mobile
phones, and supercomputers are connected using a range of networking so-
lutions, network protocols, middleware protocols, application protocols and
data types. Each of these can be seen to add to the plethora of technology
islands (i.e., systems that cannot interoperate).

– Dynamic/spontaneous Communication. Connections between systems are
not made until runtime; no design or deployment decision, e.g., choice of
middleware, can inform the interoperability solution.

Existing middleware approaches and paradigms are simply unable to cope with
the demands of such heterogeneous and dynamic environments. Indeed, the triv-
ial approach that is to adopt a given middleware solution throughout the complex
system is limited for a number of reasons: i) the chosen solution may not work
well in all operating environments (for example in MANET environments), ii)
a given middleware solution today is a legacy system of the future and hence
this solution has a limited longevity, and iii) middleware itself adds to the in-
teroperability problem especially given the plethora of solutions available today
combined with the lack of interoperability across these sets of platforms. Other
solutions such as bridging are also unsuitable for highly heterogeneous and dy-
namic systems as we explain below. Furthermore, the openness and dynamics
of today’s pervasive networks require us to deal with higher level heterogeneity
(above the middleware layer), i.e., the heterogeneity of data and application se-
mantics. This problem has been well studied in the Semantic Web community
but this work assumes a given approach to interoperability and also is not well
integrated into contemporary middleware practice.

It is clearly the role of middleware to respond to these demands of extreme
heterogeneity and dynamism. Middleware must mediate the interactions in com-
plex distributed systems where entities dynamically meet and functionally match
without prior knowledge of each other. Such mediators must preserve the original
semantics of legacy components, while adapting the components’ behavior for
them to effectively interact. However, although the mediator paradigm has been
studied quite extensively (spanning data, protocol, and functional levels), we
flag the need for on-the-fly mediation leading towards universal interoperability
in complex distributed systems. This remains a significant challenge. In other
words, a fundamental re-think of the middleware paradigm is needed so that
middleware solutions emerge from the dynamic encounter of networked systems.
This is such a challenge that we are investigating as part of the European long-
term research project Connect (http://connect-forever.eu/) that gathers
experts in middleware and software engineering, semantic modeling of services,
and formal foundations of distributed systems. The goals of this paper are as
follows:
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– To highlight the potential crisis in distributed systems in terms of achieving
the basic property of interoperability in complex distributed systems and to
stimulate debate around this crucial issue;

– To ground this perspective in a study of the state of the art of middleware
and related interoperability solutions;

– To highlight the need for on-the-fly interoperability and emergent middle-
ware as promoted by the Connect project;

– To present initial thoughts resulting from the Connect project in terms
of the theoretical foundations of on-the-fly mediation and further practical
application.

The next section briefly surveys state-of-the-art interoperability solutions,
highlighting the rich and diverse baseline but yet the need to go beyond the tra-
ditional middleware paradigm. Section 3 then formalizes the foundations of the
proposed approach to on-the-fly interoperability, which relies on automated rea-
soning about mediated matching between ontology-based middleware-agnostic
models of interaction protocols. Section 4 focuses on the application of the theo-
retical foundations, discussing the actual realization of mediated protocol match-
ing using a concrete case study. Finally, Section 5 concludes with a summary of
our contribution.

2 State-of-the-Art Interoperability Solutions

Achieving interoperability between independently developed systems has been
one of the fundamental goals of middleware researchers and developers; and prior
efforts have largely concentrated on solutions where conformance to one or other
standard is required, e.g., as illustrated by the significant standards work pro-
duced by the OMG for CORBA middleware (http://www.corba.org/), and by
the W3C for Web Services based middleware (http://www.w3.org/2002/ws/).
Such solutions have been successful in connecting systems developed on differ-
ent hardware platforms, operating systems and in different programming lan-
guages. Indeed, if a single standard for the development of distributed systems
had been agreed upon, the problem of interoperability would have been solved.
Unfortunately, this is not the case due to the heterogeneity of middleware so-
lutions themselves. While applications developed upon the same platform can
interoperate with one another, applications developed on different middleware
platforms cannot. For example, protocols such as SOAP and Java RMI cannot
interoperate; and all RMI protocols cannot interoperate with all tuple-space or
message-based protocols. Further, as systems are independently developed, the
semantics of their data and functionalities rarely match. Hence, to overcome such
heterogeneity, the following five important interoperability dimensions must be
considered, while, as discussed next, the state of the art tackles only a few of
them:

1. Discovery protocol interoperability: It should be possible for networked sys-
tems to advertise to, and find one another irrespective of the discovery pro-
tocol they themselves employ.
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Fig. 1. Software bridges

2. Interaction protocol interoperability: Two or more networked systems whose
interaction protocols (e.g., RMI, messaging, etc.) differ can be bound to-
gether in order to interoperate.

3. Data interoperability: The application data of the networked systems must be
semantically equivalent between the two parties, and transformed to a format
that the receiver can understand and process (after the binding between the
heterogeneous protocols has been created).

4. Application interoperability: Differences between application interfaces can
be resolved.

5. Interoperability of non-functional properties. Interoperability can be achieved
between systems while maintaining the non-functional properties of each.

2.1 Bridging

Software bridges enable peers in one middleware domain to interoperate with
peers in another. The bridge acts as a one-to-one mapping between domains; it
will take messages from a peer in one format and then marshal this to the for-
mat of the peer middleware; the response is then mapped to the original message
format (see Fig. 1). Note, appropriate discovery and naming services are used to
ensure that an application is pointed to the bridge (rather than the original ser-
vice endpoint); hence, additional middleware deployment is required to complete
the interoperability solution (the bridge alone is insufficient). Many bridging so-
lutions have been produced between established commercial platforms, e.g., [27,
18]. While a recognized solution to interoperability, bridging is infeasible in the
long term as the number of middleware systems grow, i.e., due to the effort
required to build direct bridges between all of them.

Enterprise Service Buses (ESB) can be seen as a special type of software
bridge; they specify a service-oriented middleware with a message-oriented ab-
straction layer atop different messaging protocols (e.g., SOAP, JMS, SMTP).
Rather than provide a direct one-to-one mapping between two messaging proto-
cols, a service bus offers an intermediary message bus. Each service (e.g., JMS
queue, Web Service etc.) maps its own message onto the bus. The bus then
transmits the intermediary messages to the corresponding endpoints that re-
verse the translation to the local message type. Hence traditional bridges offer
a 1-1 mapping; ESBs offer an N-1-M mapping.

Bridging solutions have shown techniques whereby two protocols (discovery
or interaction) can be mapped onto one another. These can either use a one-to-
one mapping or an intermediary bridge; the latter allowing a range of protocols
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to easily bridge between one another. This is one of the fundamental techniques
to achieve interoperability; however, the technologies themselves are limited in
the dimensions they consider since only discovery and interaction protocol in-
teroperability are tackled. Furthermore, the bridge is usually a known element
that each of the end systems must be aware of and connect to in advance; this
limits the potential for two legacy-based applications to interoperate.

2.2 Interoperability Platforms

Figure 2 illustrates the key elements of approaches that provide an interoper-
ability platform for client or peer applications to be implemented directly upon.
For example, for a client-side application, it guarantees that the application can
interoperate with all networked systems irrespective of the middleware tech-
nologies they employ. First, the interoperability platform presents an API for
developing applications with. Secondly, it provides a substitution mechanism
where the implementation of the protocol to be translated to, is deployed lo-
cally by the middleware to allow communication directly with the legacy peers
(which are simply legacy applications and their middleware). Thirdly, the API
calls are translated to the substituted middleware protocol. A key feature of this
approach is that it does not require reliance on interoperability software located
elsewhere, e.g., a remote bridge or an infrastructure server; this makes it ideal
for infrastructureless environments. A number of interoperability platforms have
been proposed in the literature, including: UIC [30], ReMMoC [17], and WSIF
[11].

For the particular use case where you want a client application to interoperate
with everyone else, interoperability platforms are a powerful approach that has
demonstrated this is achievable. However, these solutions rely upon a design-time
choice to develop applications upon the interoperability platforms. Therefore,
they are unsuited to other interoperability cases, e.g., when two applications de-
veloped upon different legacy middleware want to interoperate spontaneously at
runtime. Within this scope, discovery and interaction protocols interoperability
have been addressed, while the other three dimensions have not been explicitly
considered.

2.3 Transparent Interoperability

In the interoperability platform approach, at least one endpoint is aware of the
interoperability problem and employs a framework to resolve it. In transparent
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interoperability solutions, neither application is aware, and hence legacy appli-
cations can be made to communicate with one another. Figure 3 shows the key
elements of the approach. Here, the protocol-specific messages, behavior and
data are captured by the interoperability framework and then translated to an
intermediary representation (note the special case of a one-to-one mapping, or
bridge, is where the intermediary is the corresponding protocol); a subsequent
mapper then translates from the intermediary to the specific legacy middleware
to interoperate with. The use of an intermediary means that one middleware
can be mapped to any other by developing these two elements only (i.e., a direct
mapping to every other protocol is not required). Another difference to bridging
is that the peers are unaware of the translators (and no software is required to
connect to them, as opposed to connecting applications to ‘bridges’).

There is a number of variations of this approach, in particular where the two
parts of the translation process are deployed. They could be deployed separately
or together on one or more of the peers (but in separate processes that are trans-
parent to the application) although they are commonly deployed across one or
more infrastructure servers. Existing solutions include INDISS [5], uMiddle [25],
OSDA [20] and SeDiM [13]. However, the technologies are limited in the dimen-
sions of interoperability they consider, ignoring application interoperability.

2.4 Semantic-based Interoperability

The interoperation solutions proposed above concentrate on the middleware
layer. But, by and large they ignore the data and application dimensions. For
two parties to interoperate, it is not enough to guarantee that the data flow
across; they must both build a semantic representation of the data that is con-
sistent across the components boundaries. Historically, the problem has been
well known in the database community where there is often the need to access
information on different databases that do not share the same data schema. This
has resulted in the extensive study of database federation and mediation services
[38]. More recently, with the advent of open architectures, such as Web Services
(WS), the problem is to guarantee interoperability at all levels [33]. Then, it is
no surprise that significant work on interoperability has been ongoing in the area
of Semantic WS, specifically targeting mediation among networked services. In
particular, the WSMO effort (http://www.wsmo.org/) stresses the representa-
tion of goals and mediators as ‘first class citizens’ and defines three levels of
mediation: data, protocol and business-process.
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The original motivation for semantics in conjunction with WS has been to
support automatic service discovery and composition [23]. Related concern is
that of solving possible protocol mismatches among composed services. This is
also known as the problem of protocol conversion/mediation, which is computa-
tionally hard for protocols specified as finite state systems. Still, tractable solu-
tions are possible for some classes of systems by placing restriction on protocols
[4, 16, 6, 35], while other approaches focus on overcoming signature/data type
mismatches [39, 19]. Various solutions to protocol conversion targeted at WS
have then emerged since the mid 2000s; they aim at (semi-)automatic design-
time adaptation of interaction protocols with networked services so as to ease
service composition [10, 33, 26, 37, 34] and/or substitution [29] in business pro-
cesses. However, work on protocol mediation concentrates on application-layer
protocols (business processes), assuming homogeneous middleware. In addition,
very few work considers fully automated on-the-fly adaptation of business pro-
cesses, with the notable exception of [8].

Complementary to the above, a number of research efforts have investi-
gated middleware that support semantic specification of services. These solu-
tions mainly focus on providing middleware functionalities enabling semantic
service discovery and composition [22, 31, 9, 1]. Overall, the semantic-based inter-
operability approaches address the key data and application level heterogeneity
problems; however, they assume development upon a common service-oriented
middleware.

2.5 Summary

The results of our state-of-the-art investigation shows two important things: (1)
there is a clear disconnect between the main stream middleware work (§ 2.1
to 2.3) and the work on application, data, and semantic interoperability (§ 2.4);
(2) none of the current solutions addresses jointly all of the interoperability
challenges.

With respect to the first problem, it is clear that two different communities
evolved independently. The first one, addressing the problems of middleware,
has made a great deal of progress toward middleware that support sophisticated
discovery and interaction between services and components. The second one,
addressing the problem of semantic interoperability between services; however,
inflexibly assuming WS as the underlying middleware. The research work on
semantic middleware shows that ultimately the two communities are coming
together, but a great deal of work is still required to merge the richness of the
work performed on both sides.

With respect to the second problem, no solution attempts to resolve all five
interoperability dimensions. Those that concentrate on application and data,
e.g., Semantic WS rely upon a common standard (WSDL). Further, all solutions
require conformance (at some level) to a particular abstraction to achieve inter-
operability. For example, IDL and WSDL are visible abstractions that applica-
tions are developed with. In transparent solutions, domain-specific abstractions
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Fig. 4. Pervasive photo sharing

underpin the intermediary representation. Hence no solution covers the full di-
versity of communication abstractions, e.g., making tuple spaces, message-based,
RPC and publish-subscribe systems interoperate in a spontaneous, transparent
fashion.

The next section sets the theoretical foundations of our approach to on-the-
fly interoperability, i.e., emergent middleware, which provides a framework to
address the five interoperability challenges. However, in this paper, we concen-
trate on the issue of on-the-fly interaction and application interoperability (i.e.,
supporting interoperability among networked systems from the application down
to middleware layers), while dealing with the non-functional dimension is part
of our future work. Regarding discovery protocol and data interoperability, we
exploit significant background in the area, i.e., interoperable service discovery
[2, 7] and ontology [12]. In addition, in the following, without loss of generality,
we focus on interoperability between two interacting networked systems.

3 Theoretical Foundations of Emergent Middleware

To illustrate the need for emergent middleware, we consider the simple yet chal-
lenging scenario of photo sharing in a stadium (Fig. 4), which enables spec-
tators to exchange the pictures of the most significant happenings from their
perspective (e.g., goals in the case of football games). Different implementa-
tions of Photo-Sharing may be envisioned, from centralized to fully distributed.
In the centralized implementation, the stadium offers the Photo-Sharing ser-
vice and the spectators’ smartphones run service clients to upload and down-
load pictures; typical supporting middleware solution is RPC-based using, e.g.,
WS middleware. In the distributed implementation, the spectators’ smartphones
run a peer-to-peer application for photo exchanges, for which distributed shared
memory à la tuple space is a middleware of choice.

Figure 5 depicts the interaction protocols run by the networked systems in-
volved in the scenario for both the (a) shared memory and (b) RPC implemen-
tations. Protocols are depicted as state machines representing the behaviors of
systems in terms of their interactions with other systems, and the transitions are
labeled by the corresponding networked systems’ actions. An action is specifically
characterized by the associated middleware and application functions denoted
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Fig. 5. Heterogeneous protocols in pervasive photo sharing

as middleware function<application function, input parameters, output param-
eters>, where the sets of input/output parameters can be possibly empty (de-
noted by ∅). Considering the shared memory implementation, the Photo-Sharing
producer writes the metadata and then the file associated with the given photo;
while the consumer seeks the list of metadata descriptors (photoMetadataList)
matching the given metadata template using the middleware function read and
then iteratively reads the files of interest. With respect to the RPC implementa-
tion, the producer and consumer exchange photos via the server. The behavior
of the producer consists in uploading the photo on the server via the remote
call to UploadPhoto, and the behavior of the consumer lies in seeking photos
of interest (SearchPhotos) and then downloading them (DownloadPhoto). While
the functionalities of the producers and consumers match within the different
implementations, there is an obvious behavior (or protocol) mismatch between
the RPC-based and shared memory implementations from the application down
to the middleware layers. This is such a mismatch that emergent middleware
solve, while being synthesized on the fly.
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3.1 Towards On-the-fly Interoperability

Our approach to on-the-fly interoperability, builds on the early theory of appli-
cation-layer mediators presented in [32]. Figure 6, which we explain after giving
its basic ingredients, summarizes the main elements of our approach. We call
affordance, any functionality that is offered/requested by a networked system,
i.e., Photo-Sharing in our scenario. In other words, an affordance is a high-level
action-possibility (or functionality) that characterizes intended and/or possible
interactions between the networked system and its environment [14]. Then, given
two networked systems that respectively provide and require an affordance that
match from a functional standpoint, our goal is to synthesize the mediator that
solve the mismatches occurring between the protocols run by the two systems
to realize the affordance.

We exploit Labeled Transition Systems (LTSs) to characterize the protocols
associated with the realization of affordances. LTSs constitute a widely used
model for concurrent computation and are often used as a semantic model for
formal behavioral languages such as process algebras. Let Act be the set of ob-
servable input/output actions (with output actions being denoted by an overbar)
and τ be the silent action. An extended LTS, which makes final states explicit, is
a quintuple (S,L,D, F, s0) where: (i) S is a finite set of states, (ii) L ⊆ Act

⋃
{τ}

is a finite set of labels called the alphabet of the LTS, (iii) D ⊆ S × L × S is
a transition relation, (iv) F ∈ S is the set of final states, and (v) s0 ∈ S is the
initial state.

As an illustration, the protocols associated with the Photo-Sharing scenario
that we informally introduced in Figure 5 actually depict the LTSs of the af-
fordance. In particular, an action of Act is specifically structured as a tuple
(M < A, I,O >), where M denotes the middleware function that is called to
interact with the peer system through the application function A that is param-
eterized by input (resp. output) parameters I (resp. O). The set of middleware
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Fig. 7. Reference middleware ontology

functions is defined by the reference middleware ontology OMW (§ 3.2) and the
one of application functions is by the application-specific ontologies OP and OQ.

Given the two LTSs, P and Q, characterizing the behaviors of functionally
matching affordances, they are translated into LTSs P ′ and Q′ for the sake of
comparison. The translated protocols are defined in a middleware-agnostic way
(§ 3.3) over common application actions from OPQ following ontology alignment
(§ 3.4).

Provided P ′ and Q′, we check the compatibility of protocols according to the
set of traces TP′ and TQ′ associated with P ′ and Q′, respectively (§ 3.5). If the
two protocols are compatible (also referred to as mediated matching), then we
are able to synthesize a mediatorM (or emergent middleware) that is such that
when building the parallel composition P||Q||M, P and Q are able to coordinate
by reaching their final states.

3.2 Reference Middleware Ontology

State-of-the-art middleware may be categorized according to four middleware
types regarding provided communication and coordination services [36]: remote
procedure call, shared memory, event-based and message-based. Figure 7 provides
an overview of the concepts defining our reference middleware ontology for the
four types of middleware, while Section 4 illustrates how they are instantiated
with representative middleware solutions. The ontology is given as a set of UML
diagrams derived from the specific OWL ontology. In the figure, the ontology
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concepts associated with RPC-based middleware includes the Call function pa-
rameterized by the method name and arguments, which must must be followed
by the ReceiveReply function to receive the result of the call. Dually, the Re-
ceiveCall function to catch an invocation on the server side is followed by the
invocation of the Reply function to return the result. The ontology of messages
for shared memory and message-based middleware is rather straightforward. In
the former, the shared memory is accessed through Read/Write functions pa-
rameterized by the associated data and corresponding channel. In the latter,
messages are exchanged using the SendMessage and ReceiveMessage functions
parameterized by the actual message and related channel. Regarding event-based
middleware, events are published using the Publish function parameterized by
the specific event while they are consumed through the Notify function after
registering for the specific event type using the Subscribe function.

The proposed reference middleware ontology enriched with specific middle-
ware instances (see § 4 for an illustration) enables dealing with interoperability
among middleware instances of the same type, as addressed by the transparent
interoperability approach (see § 2.3). However, Interoperability across heteroge-
neous middleware types requires aligning their respective middleware functions.

3.3 Making Interaction Protocols Middleware Agnostic

We use basic LTS communication actions, i.e., input and output actions, to align
heterogeneous middleware functions of the reference ontology. More specifically,
the semantics of the output action is the production of an application action
in the pervasive network, while that of the input action is the consumption
of an application action. Then, an input and an output actions synchronize
upon the same application action. The mapping of type-specific middleware
actions to the basic LTS communication actions is summarized in Figure 8,
thereby enabling to make protocols/LTSs middleware-agnostic. In the figure,
the application function is denoted by A and its input (resp. output) parameters
are denoted by I (resp. O).

The alignment defined for shared memory and message-based middleware
functions is rather straightforward: the Write and SendMessage functions are
defined by the output action while the Read and ReceiveMessage are defined by
the input action. Note that Read is possibly parameterized with I if the value
to be read shall match some constraints, as, e.g., specified with tuple spaces.
The alignment for the event-based middleware functions is straightforward for
Publish: the publication of the event is defined by the output action. The dual
input action is performed by the Notify function, which is preceded by at least
one invocation of Subscribe on the given event4. The semantics of RPC functions
follows from the fact that it is the server that produces an application action,
although this production is called upon by the client. Then, the output action is
defined by the execution of ReceiveCall followed by Reply, while the dual input
action is defined by Call followed by ReceivedReply.

4 Note that for the sake of conciseness, the figure depicts only the case where a Sub-
scribe is followed by a single Notify.
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Fig. 8. Semantics of type-specific middleware functions

(a) Shared-memory-based implementation

(b) RPC-based implementation

PhotoFile( , file)

PhotoMetadata( , metaData)
PhotoMetadata(metaData, metadataList)

PhotoFile(photoID, file)

UploadPhoto(photo, ack)

SearchPhotos(metadata, metadataList)

DownloadPhoto(photoID, file)

UploadPhoto(photo, ack)

a.I ) Photo-Sharing Producer a.II) Photo-Sharing Consumer

b.II) Photo-Sharing Consumerb.I) Photo-Sharing Producer

SearchPhotos(metadata, metadataList)

DownloadPhoto(photoID, file)

b.III) Photo-Sharing Server 

Fig. 9. Middleware-agnostic LTSs of the photo sharing scenario

Given the above semantics of type-specific reference middleware functions
in terms of input/output actions, LTSs defining affordance behaviors are made
middleware-agnostic. Figure 9 depicts the middleware-agnostic LTSs associated
with the photo sharing scenario, which result from the translation of the LTSs
of Figure 5 according to the above middleware ontology alignment.
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AccessPhotoFile(photoID, file)

I ) Photo-Sharing Producer II) Photo-Sharing Consumer

AccessPhoto(photo, metadataList)

Fig. 11. Middleware-agnostic LTSs with common application actions

3.4 Alignment of Application Actions

In addition to be middleware-agnostic, LTSs must refer to common application
actions so as to be able to compare them. Towards this goal, we rely on the
alignment of the application-specific ontologies defining the application functions
in the LTS. The precise definition of application-specific ontologies that serve
our purpose together with that of ontology alignment is part of our future work,
where we will exploit research results from the Semantic Web, e.g., see [12].

For illustration, Figure 10 depicts a sample of the aligned application ontol-
ogy associated with Photo-Sharing. The Photo-Sharing applications define some
Data and Actions that operate on it. The Data consist of the Photo concept
that is defined by some Metadata that specifies the photo’s ID, Location based
on Latitude and Longitude and further Details, and a File that contains the
image. Each data can be accessed through the Get and Set actions, and other
subclass actions (used in the scenario).

Given the aligned application ontology, the middleware-agnostic LTSs are
further translated so as to refer to common application actions. More specifically,
actions of the LTSs are translated into the closest common application actions
(i.e., given by the smallest superclass of the matching actions for each pair of
actions). The result is illustrated in Figure 11 for the consumer and producer,
leading to identical LTSs for both implementations. Here, notice that specifying a
data concept as an action means that full access is provided, which corresponds
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to an Access action in the application ontology (see the alignment of actions
depicted for the consumer).

3.5 Mediated Matching

Given middleware-agnostic LTSs associated with functionally matching affor-
dances, the issue is to synthesize on the fly the mediator (or emergent middle-
ware) that enables the two LTSs to make progress. However, as already men-
tioned, this is known as a computationally hard problem in general. Then, any
solution to automated mediation lies in setting a number of constraints so as
to enable devising an efficient algorithm, while solving significant protocol mis-
matches.

Basically, protocol mismatches decompose into [10]: (i) extra/missing mes-
sages, (ii) merging/splitting messages, and (iii) different ordering of messages.
The two first mismatches are addressed by the application-specific ontology
alignment, which allows relating matching concepts of the application ontol-
ogy. In our case, this serves identifying relations between application functions
and related parameters and thus rewriting LTSs so that they refer to common
application actions.

For the third type of mismatch, we impose that any mismatch in the ordering
of messages occurs only for non-causally related messages, which we define in
terms of the equivalence of traces of the LTSs. In the literature [15], given two
processes P and Q and two sets TP and TQ which denote the set of traces
of P and Q respectively, P and Q are said trace equivalent if TP = TQ. It
has to be noticed that the definition considers P and Q defined on the same
alphabet and refers to traces that are the very same while we consider to have
different alphabets and possibly different ordering of non-causally dependent
actions on the traces. Hence, we say that there is a mediated matching between
2 middleware-agnostic LTSs, P ′ and Q′, if there exist a trace of P ′ and a trace of
Q′ that are equivalent modulo the re-ordering of non-causally dependent actions
and for any two matching actions, one is an input and the other is an output.

4 From Theory to Practice

While the full deployment of our approach to on-the-fly interoperability is a
long-term research challenge, this section discusses practical application of the
proposed theoretical approach, considering concrete implementation of the photo
sharing scenarios using actual middleware technologies, i.e., SOAP-based RPC
and Lime [24] shared memory middleware.

4.1 SOAP and LIME Implementations of Photo-Sharing

We assume that the networked systems running either of SOAP-based and Lime
implementations of the Photo-Sharing affordance use some discovery protocol to
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Fig. 12. Photo-Sharing implementations using LIME and SOAP

discover each other on the fly. Interoperable service discovery may then be real-
ized by coupling state-of-the-art solutions to discovery protocol interoperability
[7] with interoperable semantic and syntactic service description [2]. We are
currently developing such a support where affordance matching from a func-
tional standpoint relies on the description of affordances provided/required by
networked systems, using an ontology concept and possible input and output
parameters.

Given affordance matching, we need to identify and possibly overcome behav-
ioral (protocol) mismatches. Figure 12 depicts in the form of LTSs, the behavior
of the Photo-Sharing affordances for the Lime and SOAP implementations,
which we assume to be either provided with the interface description at the time
of service discovery as promoted by service-oriented computing, or learned on
the fly [3]. The actions of the LTSs refer to middleware-specific functions whose
semantics in terms of our reference middleware ontology is given in Figure 13.

In the SOAP implementation, data are carried upon SOAPRequest and
SOAPResponse that are generated using the discovered WSDL. In Lime, data
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Fig. 13. LIME and SOAP ontology instantiation

are embedded in tuples. A tuple is a sequence of typed fields and contains the
information being communicated. Tuples are anonymous, thus their selection
takes place through pattern matching on the tuple content. A template or pat-
tern fields contain either actuals or formals; actuals are values whereas formals
act like ”wild cards”, and are matched against actuals when selecting a tuple
from the tuple space [24].

4.2 From Technology-dependent to Interoperable Protocols

Following the presentation of Section 3, actions of the implementation-specific
LTSs are translated into actions of the reference middleware ontology according
to the corresponding instantiation. We obtain the LTSs of Figure 5. Then, LTSs
are made middleware-agnostic according to the semantics definition of Figure 8,
leading to Figure 9. Finally, using the application ontology of Figure 10, applica-
tion actions are aligned according to their least common concept; the result is the
LTSs of Figure 11. While the translation process is rather straightforward, the
automation of ontology alignment is a major challenge for us, where we need to
assess the proposed reference middleware ontology using a variety of middleware
instances and also address application-specific ontology alignment.

4.3 Automating Mediated Matching

To automate reasoning about mediated matching, we build upon state-of-the-art
software engineering tools, where we are currently assessing different tools re-
garding in particular performance. As an illustration, we provide here the assess-
ment using the LTSA tool (http://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/ltsa/). LTSA (Labeled
Transition System Analyzer) is a model-checking tool for concurrent systems: it
verifies that the system behavior satisfies particular safety and progress proper-
ties. A system in LTSA is modeled as a set of interacting finite state machines.
The properties required for the system are also modeled as state machines. LTSA
performs compositional reachability analysis to exhaustively search for violations
of the desired properties. More precisely, LTSA uses a textual notation (Finite
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State Processes, FSP) [21] to describe the component behavior. The tool al-
lows the LTS corresponding to a FSP specification to be visualized graphically.
Moreover, LTSA has an extensible architecture, which allows extra features to
be added by means of plugins. This feature might prove to be particularly useful
for us in order to integrate the OWL semantic within the verification process.

We specifically check the progress property of the whole system that is the
parallel composition of the middleware-agnostic Photo-Sharing producer and
consumer (see Fig. 11), where the corresponding FSP specification is as follows:

PHOTO_SHARING_PRODUCER(I=’photo,O=’ack) = ACCESSING,
ACCESSING = (accessPhoto[I][O] -> STOP).
PHOTO_SHARING_CONSUMER(I=’photo,O=’metadataList) = ACCESSING,
ACCESSING = (accessPhoto[I][O] -> ACCESSING).
||PHOTO_SHARING = (PHOTO_SHARING_PRODUCER||PHOTO_SHARING_CONSUMER).
progress PHOTO_SHARE ={accessPhoto}

One should notice that in LTSA (as in any process algebra), two processes syn-
chronize on the shared variables whereas we consider only two parties (the in-
teraction with third parties are replaced by τ), which synchronize if: (i) their
application actions are complementary (i.e., one is with an overbar and the other
without), and (ii) the input and output parameters semantically match accord-
ing to the definition of [28]. For the specific example, the automated verification
takes less than 1 ms, which is encouraging result although this needs to be further
investigated with more complex scenarios.

Finally, once mediated matching holds, the emergent middleware is realized
by actually translating the protocols, which lies in the deployment of mediation
engines in the network. This is another of our challenges for which we will build
on past experience on transparent interoperability [5].

5 Conclusion

Middleware is in crisis. While it has been successful at sustaining interoperabil-
ity in distributed systems whose constituent components may be anticipated at
design-time, it fails meeting the requirements of today’s and future distributed
systems that are increasingly complex systems of systems. Complex distributed
systems are indeed highly heterogeneous and dynamics, thus challenging any
given middleware solution that is domain- and/or technology-specific. We specif-
ically flag the need for emergent middleware that is synthesized on the fly as
networked systems functionally match and meet. Building upon the rich state-of-
the-art interoperability solutions, this paper has discussed the theoretical foun-
dations of the emergent middleware paradigm while significant challenges remain
ahead of us, among which most notably turning the theory into a practical frame-
work. The development of the emergent middleware paradigm, from design to
prototype implementation is the focus of the European FP7 ICT FET Connect
project (http://connect-forever.eu/), which brings together experts in the
fields of middleware and software engineering, semantic modeling of services,
protocol learning, and formal foundations of distributed systems.
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